
Local survey of faith communities

* Online survey open just under three weeks in Feb/Mar
* For those over 18, living in Luton and part of a faith 

community
* 11/20 questions repeated from earlier survey (YouGov, 

2013)
* 200 respondents (257 including non-Lutonians)
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Who responded?
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Have you heard of CSE before?
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If yes, where have 
you heard about it?

94%



Growing awareness of CSE
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CSE is a problem that could
affect a family like mine

CSE does happen, but it’s 
not a problem where we live

I don’t think that CSE is a big 
problem in the UK
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How concerned are you that cases of 
CSE could occur in the local area?

High levels of concern reported
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Fewer stereotypes reported



Understanding of CSE

* Sexual exploitation only happens to girls - 92% disagreed
* In most cases of CSE, the child/young person is in part responsible 

– 89% disagreed 
* The majority of sexually exploited children live in care - 66% 

disagreed
* Sexually exploited children mainly come from 'broken' or 

dysfunctional families - 64% disagreed
* In most cases parents/carers are in part responsible for the sexual 

exploitation of their child - 56% disagreed
* Groups of adult men are the main perpetrators of sexual 

exploitation - 43% agreed



How should CSE be treated by 
society in the UK?
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None of these

There is too much discussion on
the issue

I think it’s an issue that can be 
openly discussed

It’s a taboo subject rarely 
discussed

We acknowledge it, but it should
be more openly discussed

2013 2018



Should schools be educating children 
about CSE?
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Openness to hearing more

* ‘Should schools be educating parents about CSE’      
97% said ‘Yes’ 

* ‘If your child’s school was providing a presentation on 
the signs of CSE, would you attend?’ 
84% said ‘Yes’

* ‘If your faith community was providing a presentation 
on the signs of CSE, would you attend?’                       
84% said ‘Yes’



Sources of help and support
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Barriers to seeking support

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

None of these - there would be no barriers

The trauma caused to my child

The threat of losing my child

Social services becoming involved

The trauma it would cause to my family

The concern that other people in my
community would find out

Other 2018 2013



What should the role of faith 
communities be?

They should provide information on CSE to parents/children who are part of 
the faith community 67%

They should work with other agencies (like police, social services, schools) 
whenever a case of CSE affects the faith community 65%

They should support victims within their faith community 61%

They should do what they can to prevent members of the faith community 
becoming perpetrators of CSE 57%

They should speak out publicly against CSE 55%

They should support victims outside the faith community 50%

It’s not the role of faith communities to address child sexual exploitation 4%



Summary

* High levels of concern about CSE
* Media/TV a key source of information 
* Appetite in this group for more openness in 

discussing CSE, reflected in belief that schools should 
be educating children and parents

* Friends, family and community leaders have a role to 
play in raising awareness, as well as supporting 
victims/families alongside police and LA

* Future work could address victim/family blaming
* This sample reports similar barriers to accessing 

support as wider population
* There is support for faith communities engagement 

in awareness raising, partnership work and victim 
support


